
OPERATION BRUSH 
 CONTROL 

  Operation Brush Control is the Road 
Commission of Kalamazoo County (RCKC) 
annual effort to control roadside brush and 
overhanging tree branches that could obstruct 
motorists’ vision, create drainage obstacles, 
or cause snow and icing problems if left 
unchecked.  

For more information:
The Road Commission of 

Kalamazoo County will be happy 
to answer any further questions 

you may have about brush 
control. 

Road Commission of 
Kalamazoo County 
3801E. Kilgore Road 

Kalamazoo, MI 49001 

Phone (269) 381-3171 
Fax (269) 381-1760 

Find us on Facebook 
www.kalamazoocountyroads.com 
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How is the Program 
 Conducted? 

  The RCKC uses an integrated approach 
to control roadside brush and branches 
using: 

 Hand Cutting
 Mechanical Devices
 Herbicides

Hand clearing and mowing are expensive 
and cannot be used safely in all areas. 
Specifically trained, licensed and 
experienced professionals selectively apply 
the herbicides to specific vegetation that 
could create a driving hazard.  This spot 
spraying along local unplatted and primary  
roads is done on a rotating basis in one-
quarter of the county late each summer.   
The operation is not a continuous 
broadcast spray – only those roadside areas 
where existing brush and limbs create safety 
hazards are sprayed.  

How Safe are the Herbicides? 

The RCKC applies Krenite S a chemical 
approved by both the Michigan Department 
of Agriculture and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

Toxicological studies of both long-term and 
short-term, high-level exposures have shown 
Krenite S to be safe – in fact, in terms of 
lethal dosage, safer than substances like 
caffeine and aspirin. A copy of the Material 
Safety Data Sheet and the product specimen 
label for Krenite S are available at the 
RCKC’s office. 

Do I have a Choice Regarding the 
Brush Spray? 

If you would rather not have the brush 
sprayed along your roadside, owners have to 
clear the brush and limbs before the spraying 
program begins annually.  Property owners 
may remove brush and low hanging limbs at 
minimum fourteen (14) feet up and fourteen 
(14) feet away  from the traveled portion of 
the right-of-way (14 feet from the edge of the 
road) with RCKC permission prior to the 
time frame specified by RCKC.  If the 
roadside vegetation control efforts have not 
been accomplished within the permitted time 
frame, an application of an herbicide may 
occur. 

Does the Road Commission Really  
Want Property Owners to Assume  
Responsibility for Their Own Property?

The RCKC considers roadside 
maintenance a team effort and is pleased to 
have property owners as partners in this vital 
safety program.  That’s why the RCKC is 
eager to accommodate people who prefer 
to handle brush control themselves.  This 
kind of joint effort benefits both RCKC and 
the property owners.   

 How Do I Know if my Area 
Targeted for Spraying this Year? 

Approximately one-quarter of the county is 
sprayed annually, so a given area will only be 
sprayed once every four years. To learn 
whether your area is on this year’s schedule, 
please visit the RCKC website or call the 
RCKC office.  




